
A Great Engineer Gavel 

  

This Engineer gavel was MWO Bob Byers' (Ret’d) idea. When Major Ron Sharp (Ret’d) was 

relinquishing command of 33 Field Engineer Squadron, he asked the SSM Bob Byers, what he 

thought would be an appropriate departing gift to the Squadron. Bob suggested combining a 

couple of Engineer symbols, a thumper and a 1/6th model Bailey bridge panel, to make an 

Engineer gavel. Bob had the thumper made out of steel pipe and then had the handles welded on. 

A steel rod was welded to a steel plate base for the thumper post. The panel, thumper, post and 

base were then chrome plated. A couple of RCE and CME crests were obtained from a chap in 

Edmonton and were mounted on both sides of the Bailey panel. Bob attached an RCE, old CME 

and new CME collar dog to the top and sides of the thumper. RCE and CME flags were painted 

on an oak base and the base was then varathaned. The panel and post were mounted on the oak 

base with small CME buttons attached over the post's base screws. Attached are photos of the 

finished product. 

  

The story behind a second such Engineer gavel began during the 41 CER Change of Command 

Dining-In last April. The Brigade RSM, CWO Emmett Kelly, was a guest at the Dinning-In. 

His father is a former RSM of 6 FER, now 38 CER, in Montreal. He thought a replica of the 

Engineer gavel would make an excellent gift for his father and asked LCol Dennis Dwyer 

(Ret’d) where he could get one made. Dennis was sent to Ron Sharp who told the RSM that he 

would see if the parts could be acquired in order to make another Engineer gavel.  To Ron’s 

astonishment, he was able to find enough parts to make the gavel.  

  

There are some small changes to the second gavel. 

        - The RCE and CME crests are only mounted on one side of the Bailey panel 

        - The Bailey Panel was spry painted olive drab 

        - The steel thumper, post and base were sand blasted and varathaned, and 

        - The CME colours were painted around the top rotored edge of the oak base.  

  

The challenge for anyone wishing to replicate the Engineer gavel will be obtaining a 1/6th scale 

model Bailey panel.  Good luck and Chimo! 
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